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Reynaers Act

Let us contribute to 

more sustainable

buildings

Let us develop

circular products

Let us be a 

caring company

Let us reduce our 

ecological footprint



In 2019, buildings all over the world consumed 35% of our

global energy consumption and 55% of our global

electricity use.

Buildings

Let’s contribute to 
more sustainable 
buildings

The facts

Non-residential buildings

8%

Residential buildings

22%

Building construction industry

5%

Other industry

32%

Other 

5%

Transport

28%

35%

Energy



Our actions

Expanding certification on thermal 

performance

Act 1

Integrating sustainability data in our 

digital tools

Act 2

Guiding our partners towards a holistic 

sustainability approach

Act 3

To demonstrate our ambition, we are constantly expanding the amount of

Passive House certified systems and other certifications such as Minergie

within the Reynaers Aluminium offering. These certifications are meant to

ease component selection in the design of energy-efficient buildings.

- we push efficiency to the max level that does not compromise circularity goals

- what’s the need for moderate weather conditions?

Our business partners should have easy access to all the information they need to

design a sustainable building. How? By expanding BIM and introducing a Digital

Passport, in which we will add the necessary sustainability information. That way, we

can ease communication and coordination between architects, engineers and

contractors.

Reynaers contributes to sustainable living and working. We support the sector with

information, education and performant products.

- Day light, isolation, building connections and ventilation are critical since the

project phase

- Distinguish thermal efficiency from sustainability is compulsory.



ACT 1: Expanding certification on thermal performances
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2022: 3 systems certified

2023: 4 systems certified

2022: 8 systems certified

2023: 11 systems certified



ACT 1: Expanding certification on thermal performances
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Passive House Minergie

Categories Existing Planned (2023) Existing Update 2023

Windows MasterLine 10 MasterLine 8

MasterLine 8 – HV

ConceptSystem 86 – HI(/HV)

ConceptSystem 77

MasterLine 8

MasterLine 8 – HV

MasterLine 10 - HV

Doors

MasterLine 8 (panel) MasterLine 10 ConceptSystem 86 - HI

Sliding doors

ConceptPatio 155 – LS

HiFinity 176 (old)

HiFinity (triple glazing)

MasterPatio (MR OG)

Façades ConceptWall 50



ACT 2: Integrating sustainability data in our digital tools
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Planning & 
Design

Fabrication 
& 

Construction

Commission
ing

Operation & 
Maintenance

Renovation

Demolition

The target is to integrate sustainability data such as

thermals insulation, certificates, EPDs,etc. to our BIM.

So that our partners can easily access this data for our

products during the building’s lifecycle.

Next to that Reynaers Aluminium is working on a digital

passport for our products. Here we plan to add the

same sustainability data.

BIM



ACT 3: Guiding our partners towards a holistic sustainability 
approach
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The product categories with the highest impact on

energy efficiency are those linked to the building

envelope: windows, doors, sliding doors, and façades.

That is why, for each of those products, we offer

systems that increase a building’s energy efficiency

and comfort in three ways: providing thermal

insulation, capturing solar gains and making the

best use of natural ventilation and light. In this

respect we want to train on partners how to use our

products holistically when designing sustainable

buildings.

Next to that, we want to advise our partners on how our

products can contribute to achieving building certificates

such as BREEAM and LEED.



The facts

Construction materials account for 47% of the EU’s overall

consumption of materials by weight. Increasing the

circularity of these products could reduce the

environmental impact significantly.

Products

Let’s develop
circular products

Design



Cradle to cradle® certificationAct 1

Product (material) passportsAct 2

RecyclabilityAct 3

Our actions

We have certified nine systems, representing more than 40% of our annual

product turnover, to Bronze level. In the coming years, we will expand and

improve our C2C Certified product up to 60% of our product offering.

And will aim to have dedicated systems with Silver level certificates.

- Cradle to cradle Silver level: Carcinogenic, Mutagenic and toxins to

Reproductions substances are forbidden

By 2024, we will develop product passports for our systems. It will hold all the

necessary information on material composition, maintenance, and

disassembly.

We will invest in our product design to improve recyclability, while partnering

up with organisations in the field.

- Aluminium is 100% recyclable, without losing quality on the opposite to

other materials



ACT 1: Cradle to Cradle ® certification
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9 18
2022 2024

Product variants Product variants

The Cradle to Cradle® certificate is the global standard for products

that are safe, circular and responsibly made. It assesses products on

five criteria:

Material health

Product circularity

Clean air and climate protection

Water and soil stewardship

Social Fairness

Within the certification, there are four levels: Bronze, Silver, Gold and

Platinum. To achieve a certain level, a product must meet the

minimum standards for that level in all five categories.



ACT 1: Cradle to Cradle ® certification
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Current certification Planned certification

Categories BRONZE BRONZE SILVER

Windows MasterLine 8

SlimLine 38

ConceptSystem 77

MasterLine 10

ThermoSystem 68

MasterLine 8

MasterLine 10

SlimLine 38

Doors MasterLine 8

SlimLine 38

ConceptSystem 77

MasterLine 10

ConceptDoor 68

MasterLine 10

SlimLine 38

Sliding doors

MasterPatio HiFinity MasterPatio

Façades ConceptWall 50-HI 

ConceptWall 86
ConceptWall 50-SC 

ConceptWall 60-HI 

ConceptWall 60-SC 

ElementFaçade 7-GB

ConceptWall 50-HI 

ConceptWall 50-SC

Currently we have 9 product variants with

bronze certifications in all categories (windows,

doors, sliding doors and curtain walls). Our

ambitions is to add 9 more systems with a

bronze certificate and to have 8 products

variants with a silver certificate.



Best practise Circularity: MasterPatio
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The MasterPatio system by Reynaers Aluminium is a

good example of how we started integrating circularity

in our innovation process: we used recycled polyamide

instead of PVC for the thermal breaks. As an additional

benefit, this material has a lower embodied carbon

level, which in turn reduces the carbon footprint of our

sliding door. As a recognition of our progress, the

MasterPatio was awarded the 2021 Special Mention for

Sustainability at the Archiproducts Design Awards.



ACT 2: Product (material) passport
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Transparency

Circularity

We expect to deliver product passports for our Reynaers

Aluminium systems by 2024. The passports will hold all the

necessary information on material composition, maintenance

and disassembly. Accessible anywhere, anytime, they provide

valuable information for the design, demolition and recycling

of a building, years after our products are installed. The

passports ease traceability, maintenance and recyclability of

our products and the materials in them.



ACT 3: Recyclability
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Design for 

disassembly

Partnerships

Using recycled components lowers our environmental impact and

preserves natural resources. However, having access to sufficient

recycled aluminium is not that easy. Today, only 40% of the European

total demand for aluminium scrap is covered.

To maximise the amount of available recycled material at the end of a

building’s lifetime, we have to optimise the end-of-life processes.

Reynaers Aluminium has started identifying and avoiding

components that have a negative impact on those processes.

This is a large step towards optimising the recycling process and the

quality of the recycled content. Our actions and goals are based on

insights gathered from the recycling companies we are consulting

with.

To make sure that we continuously improve our actions and

maximise our impact, we collaborate with organisations in the field.



The facts

The alarm bells are deafening, the evidence is irrefutable:

we are at code red for humanity.

Company

Let’s reduce our
ecological footprint



Our actions

Reduce CO2 emissions in our operations

(Scope 1 & 2) – Science Based Targets (SBTi)

Act 1

Reduce CO
2

emissions in our value chain 
(Scope 3) – Science Based Targets (SBTi)

Act 2

Improve our environmental management

systems

Act 3

280Kt
CO₂ eq.

Scope 3
Indirect emissions from that

occur in value chains

including emissions upstream

and downstream

96,3%

Direct emissions from owned or

controlled sources

0,8%

Scope 1

Scope 2
Indirect emissions from the

generation of purchased

energy

2,9%

3

1

2

-46%*
REDUCTION 

TARGET

Scope 1 & 2

* absolute reduction

-55%*
REDUCTION 

TARGET

Scope 3

* relative reduction

We are committed to reducing our direct CO
2
-emissions by 46% by

2030 with focus on: Greener electricity use at our sites, greener company

cars and with a greener coating procedure.

We are committed to relatively reducing our indirect CO
2
-emissions by

55% by 2030 through: Purchase of more recycled and low carbon primary

aluminium, switch to green steel and recycled polyamide insulation strips.

Reynaers obtained the ISO 14001 certification and are taking the final steps

towards receiving the ISO 50001 certification.



About the Science Based Targets initiative
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Targets to keep 

temperature below 

1,5°C



ACT 1: Reduce CO2 emissions – Scope 1 & 2
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-46%*
Cut in emissions

Scope 1 & 2 by 2030

*absolute reduction

1. Greener electricity use

• Install solar panels on our main 

distribution centres

• Switch to green electricity contracts 

internationally

2. Greener company cars

• In first place switching to hybrid cars 

and by 2030 to fully electric

3. Greener coating

• Researching alternatives for natural gas 

for our coating facilities



ACT 2: Reduce CO2 emissions – Scope 3
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-55%*
Cut in emissions

Scope 3 by 2030

*relative reduction

1. Increasing low-carbon and recycled 

aluminium content in the sourcing mix

2. Increasing recycled content in polyamide 

insulated profiles

• Target: 38% of our product portfolio by 

2030

3. Switching to green steel

• By buying green steel from 

ArcelorMittal, we expect a 30% CO2 

reduction in this field by 2030.



CO2 reduction of purchased aluminium

2121

2020
Carbon footprint:

5.16 CO2/kg

2021
Carbon footprint:

4.81 CO2/kg

Target 2030
Carbon footprint:

2.81 CO2/kg

45% 35%

4%

11% 24%

40%

44% 41% 56%

Recycled Low carbon primary Normal primary

2
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1,250,000 

kWh/ano

The output of the 

solar panels will be 

twice what we 

consume. This will 

lead to a saving of 

more than 202 

tonnes of CO2

Heating/coling

100% green energy sources:

wood scrap; 

excess  heat from production; 

water from the nearby Lake 

Constance;

Local Swiss biogas for peak 

energy usage.

Estudo de caso Forster Campus

Mobility

the installation of 8 EV 

charging stations, freely 

available for employees and 

guests;

1 new bus stop; 

provision of bicycle spaces 

and factory bicycles.

Circularity

the use of fully recyclable 

components and materials where 

applicable;

the reuse of grey water for toilets 

and watering greenery;

compensational green areas on 

the campus (on the roof and 

retention ponds) to benefit the 

local flora and fauna.

Ventilation

smart ventilation system that 

uses a mix of natural and 

artificial aspiration through 

active and passive cooling



ACT 3: Improve our environmental management systems 
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Keep investing in the ISO 14001 certification, the internationally accepted standard

for environmental management systems, in a growing number of our operations,

including our largest centres in Belgium and Switzerland.

Keep investing in the ISO 50001 certification, the international standard for energy

management systems, for our operations at the Reynaers Campus in Belgium. Key

actions for this certification included installing solar panels and sensor-controlled

LED lighting systems for reduced energy consumption. Additionally, an ambitious

maintenance programme ensures the panels keep running efficiently and produce

maximum energy output.



Sustainable human resources management focuses on

three pillars: productivity, engagement and physical &

mental health

People

Let’s be a caring

company

The facts



Our actions

Safety at workAct 1

Lifelong learning and personal growthAct 2

Great place to work and growAct 3

Our philanthropic contributionsAct 4

DARING _

We are innovative 

entrepreneurs

CARING _

We take responsibility

PASSIONATE _

We give the best of ourselves

UNITED _

We feel like a real family

Our Values

In order to catch up with all changes and evolutions in the working

environment, we need to train and reskill ourselves continuously. That is why

we offer our employees tailor fit solutions to develop their skills and

competences throughout their careers. With a broad offer of training

programs, we want to support our employees in strengthening their lifelong

employability.

We attach great importance to hearing from our employees. We want to know

how well we are doing and make improvements accordingly. One of the

formal ways to gauge employee engagement is our worldwide employee

satisfaction survey, ‘Together for the best’

As standards become stricter, so do we. In 2021, our operations at the

Reynaers headquarters in Belgium were audited once more, after which we

obtained the renewal of our ISO 45001 certification. And to ensure we can

adjust our approach over time where necessary, we monitor workplace safety

data. In 2021, we even went a step further and established a global safety

dashboard including data from all our operations.

As a family business, we are a caring partner for our employees and

stakeholders. We want to realise a positive impact on society. We support

local and regional initiatives which improve the working and/or living

conditions of people, without searching for a financial counterpart.
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Our contribution to the UN Sustainable Development Goals

People - Act 1People - Act 2People - Act 3People - Act 4

Buildings - Act 1,2&3 Products - Act 1,2&3 Products - Act 3Company - Act 1,2&3
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Sustainability report

PT aqui

ENG aqui 

https://e.issuu.com/embed.html?d=reynaers_duurzaamheidsrapport_a4_revised&u=reynaersaluminium
https://e.issuu.com/embed.html?d=reynaers_duurzaamheidsrapport_a4_revised&u=reynaersaluminium
https://www.reynaers.pt/sites/default/files/public/2022-11/Brochura - Pacto de Sustentabilidade - 2022_0.pdf
https://e.issuu.com/embed.html?d=reynaers_duurzaamheidsrapport_a4_revised&u=reynaersaluminium



